
THE FINALISTS



01: FINALIST

STUDENT: Jackson BALAKAS 

COURSE: Adv. Dip. Graphic Design

CHARACTER: Paul Stamets

Title: Fun Guy
Medium Pen and Markers 

He is a well-known mycologist and 
extremely interesting mushroom 
enthusiast. I love his passion for the 
natural world and the way he 
communicates it. 



02: FINALIST

STUDENT: Cecile BOTIS

COURSE: Advanced Diploma

CHARACTER: Painty the Pirate

Title: Who lives in a pineapple under the sea? 
Medium: Watercolour, Gouache, Ink 

Painty is a character living in a painting, 
and is the singer of the intro to 
SpongeBob SquarePants. I love this show 
and wanted to portray someone that 
would make people laugh.



Lous and the Yuakuza is a Congolese-
Belgian singer.  She had to flee the Congo 
when she was only 4 years old and her 
trauma is a recurrent theme in her songs. 
I chose her because l like her songs, voice 
and lyrics.

03: FINALIST

STUDENT: Arnaud CHEN-YEN-SU

COURSE: Adv. Dip. Graphic Design

CHARACTER: Lous and the Yakuza

Title: Lous and the Yakuza 
Medium: Digital



04: FINALIST

STUDENT: Sharleen CU

COURSE: Advanced Diploma CPD

CHARACTER: Alice (fairytale)

Title: In Wonderland

Medium: Mixed media, Watercolour, coloured 

pencils, newspaper, magazine, playing cards 

Alice is a fictional character in the 1865 

novel “Alice’s adventures in 

wonderland”. In the book she falls into 

the rabbit hole and tries to make sense 

of her world as she encounters several 

unusual characters and uncanny 

situations. As an international student 

living in Melbourne, l wanted to pour 

my experiences into this artwork.



05: FINALIST

STUDENT: Jocelyn DEXTER

COURSE: Diploma of  Visual Arts

CHARACTER: Khaleed Al-Asaad

Title: Khaleed Al-Asaad 

Medium: Gouache, coloured pencil and digital 

Khaleed Al-Asaad died protecting the 

ancient antiquities of Palmyra from IIS. I 

am inspired by ordinary people who rise 

up to do extraordinary things.



06: FINALIST

STUDENT: Olgaa FIENCO

COURSE: Diploma of  Visual Arts

CHARACTER: Hilma af Klint

Title: Visions of the future 
Medium: Mixed Media

Hilma af Klint (1862-1944) was a Swedish artist and 
spiritualist. With another four women she formed a group called 
De Fem (The Five) and they would gather in séance to bring 
forward information which was meticulously recorded and from 
this Hilma af Klint used automatic drawing to create her large scale 
paintings. In 1906, her spiritual communications led to her spirit 
guide Amaliel “commissioning” a new series The Paintings for the 
Temple. She later described this as “the one great task that I 
carried out in my lifetime.” However she did not feel under the 
control of her spirit guides.  These works are currently being shown 
at the National Gallery of NSW in an exhibition called “The Secret 
Paintings” from June to September 2021.

I have chosen Hilma af Klint because I find her work extraordinary, 
fascinating, interesting and unusual for her time. I strongly believe 
history overlooked her contribution to the art world because she 
was a woman. It could be said that she was already making abstract 
art at the same time as Kandinsky, Mondrian and her other male 
peers but was not considered because of her gender. As a spiritual 
person I relate to her ideology, her work and truly believe that this 
work is what is needed to help inspire and create hope in the 
world. Hilma was a true pioneer in her field. As an artist I aspire to 
reflect spirituality in my work.



Madame d’Aulnov, born 1650 in 
Normandy France. She termed her writing 
contes de fees (fairy tale) and is the 
inventor of fairy tales. Unlike the tales of 
the Grimm brothers who were born some 
135 later, d’Aulnoy, told her stories in a 
more conversational style, as they might 
be told in salons which she hosted in her 
home that were frequented by princes 
and aristocrats. She influenced aristocratic 
women to rebel against King Louis XIV. 
Strong heroines are prominent in her 
work and her tales called for women’s 
autonomy.

07: FINALIST

STUDENT: Louella KENNEDY

COURSE: Advanced Diploma CPD

CHARACTER: Madame d’Aulnov

Title: The inventor of fairytales
Medium: Gouache on layers of acetate. 
- Reverse painted 



08: FINALIST

STUDENT: Stephanie LEE

COURSE: Diploma of  Visual Arts

CHARACTER: Ludwig Van Beethoven 

Title: Isolation

Medium : Markers, charcoal, graphite 

l like his music, which is like art.  This 

artwork shows him isolated and reflects 

the struggles he had in his life. The black 

and white represents the piano keys and 

the pattern distracts the viewer, forcing 

them to seek him out. I admire his 

persistence to create - despite the 

setbacks and issues he encountered.



Terence Kemp McKenna was an American 
ethnobotanist and mystic who advocated 
for the responsible use of naturally 
occurring psychedelic plants, particularly 
mushrooms. 

He was a lover of life, spirituality, 
philosophy and science. I have based this 
piece around his stoned-ape theory.

09: FINALIST

STUDENT: James LYNCH

COURSE: Certificate IV in Visual Arts

CHARACTER: Terence McKenna

Title: Terence McKenna: Stoned Ape 
Medium: Digital



10: FINALIST

STUDENT: Julia MACKIE

COURSE: Certificate IV in Visual Arts

CHARACTER: Helen Reddy

Title: I am Woman
Medium: Watercolour

Helen Reddy was an icon for the women’s 
liberation movement, born and raised in 
Australia, she moved to America to find 
success as a singer. Her Australian roots 
are represented by the flora on her 
trousers, she adorns. The women’s lib 
movement tattoo and ring (showing 
chains). She carries with her the “Liberty 
Torch” from the statue of Liberty, New 
York. Sadly she died in 2020. Her life as a 
Marie is currently playing on Netflix.; “I 
am woman” really touched me. Her song 
“I am woman” is an enduring anthem to 
this day.



11: FINALIST

STUDENT: Ewelina MADRY

COURSE: Diploma of  Visual Arts

CHARACTER: Jane Eyre

Title:  Woman's Heart?
Medium Acrylic, watercolour, chalk pastel, gouache 

Jane Eyre is a heroine of a Charlotte 
Bronte’s novel also titled Jane Eyre. I have 
chosen Jane because l like reading 
Victorian Gothic novels. Jane Eyre is on 
essence of surviving hardship and has 
humility and compassion.



12: FINALIST

STUDENT: Pranjali MANI

COURSE: Adv. Dip. Graphic Design

CHARACTER: Gandhi

Title: Father of the Nation (India)
Medium Watercolour

Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi (1869-
1948) was one of the few men in history 
to fight simultaneously on moral, 
religious, political, social, economic and 
cultural fronts. He often considered a 
founder of the modern non-violence 
movement, spread the concept of ahimsa 
though his movements and writings., 
which then inspired other non-violent 
activists.



13: FINALIST

STUDENT: Jessica MAXWELL

COURSE: Diploma of Visual Arts

CHARACTER: Dana Scully

Title: Scully
Medium : Digital

Dana Scully from the X files was one of the 
few strong and complex female characters 
and role models l had growing up.  She was 
sceptical, rational and a scientist which 
was rare representation for women at the 
that time, while also being emotionally 
deep. She rescued Mulder as much as he 
rescued her. Here she has maybe 
encountered an alien and found the 
smoking mans abandoned cigarette.



STUDENT

Kira Boyd

Selena was a Mexican American Tejano 

singer. I have created this portrait as a 

tribute to her, because she was my 

favourite singer growing up. The Mexican 

violetear hummingbird (left hand corner) 

represents Selena’s stardom in Mexico 

and the American robin (lower right hand 

corner) represents her breathing through 

the English music industry just before 

she passed.

14: FINALIST

STUDENT: Diana MEJIA

COURSE: Diploma of  Visual Arts

CHARACTER: Selena Quintanilla-Perez

Title: Anything for Selena

Medium : Printmaking-Dry point etching 



15: FINALIST

STUDENT: Johanna MIYATA

COURSE: Certificate III in Visual Arts

CHARACTER: Captain Barnacles 

Title: Captain

Medium: Ink, watercolour, gauche 

Captain Barnacles is the fearless polar bear leader of the 

Octonauts, a crew of anthromorphised undersea 

adventurers that live by their motto ”Explore, Rescue, 

Protect!.  The Octonauts exist in books, on screens and in 

reality through children’s play.  Captain Barnacles is strong, 

brace and level headed. He is quick to assess situations 

and draw on the expertise of his team to find solutions. He 

leads from the front and brings out the best in his crew as 

they rise together to meet every challenge.  I chose this 

Octonaut character because my three year old has 

renamed herself Captain Barnacles. I see her practicing the 

Captains traits while on her imaginary missions. She total 

confidence in her ability to solve problems and lead her 

invisible crew. Its bittersweet how oblivious she is of 

bender bias, and the intense scrutiny our female leaders 

attract in the real world.  My daughters fictional name will 

eventually disappear. I hope the qualities she is learning as 

the Captain stay with her into adulthood, particularly 

when she begins to explore her Japanese heritage. 

Perhaps by then gender equality will be a real thing too.



16: FINALIST

STUDENT: Maria MORABITO

COURSE: Certificate III in Visual Arts

CHARACTER: Wonder Woman

Title: Fighting Covid-19 with Hope and courage 
Medium Watercolour

As wonder woman is to represent 
courage, hope, strength and peace. I 
thought who better to paint in these 
challenging times with COVID-19, as a 
fictional character. I also painted her with 
a mask to represent this message, as we 
are all one together, no matter what 
country or place we are from. To have a 
hope that we will conquer this battle we 
are all facing soon as one together.



I am a reader, so words mean a lot to me. On two occasions in the 

last few years poets have spoken words that have lifted us out of 

horror and grief. I vividly remember both of these occasions. In 2017 

after the terror attack on Manchester Tony Walsh performed “This is 

the Place” to remind Manchester of its proud history and 

achievements. In January, 2021 at Joe Biden’s inauguration Amanda 

Gorman recited her poem “The Hill We Climb”. Coming at a time 

when the combination of the pandemic, the death of George Floyd, 

the turbulent election and the attack on the U.S.Capitol building had 

left her country in turmoil, Amanda’s astonishing eloquence and 

poise was inspirational and reminded everyone what democracy 

could be. Like Joe Biden, as a young child Amanda had a stutter and 

struggled to speak. She turned to writing at seven because she was 

determined to express herself. I’ve built Amanda’s portrait out of 

words because that’s how she has built herself. She is now the U.S. 

National Youth Poet. On that Inauguration Day Amanda wore a ring, 

a reference to Maya Angelou’s poem “I Know Why the Caged Bird 

Sings” about the long shadow cast by slavery. In her poem Amanda 

described herself as “ a skinny black girl descended from slaves and 

raised by a single mother…’ Dressed in a brilliant yellow coat, she 

radiated enlightenment and optimism. I have depicted her 

supporting a free bird to honour her ancestors. The songbird has 

always been a symbol for poets.  I have hidden the title of the poem 

that Amanda recited at the Biden Inauguration on her face, 

somewhere prominent where it can’t be missed. Can you find it?

17: FINALIST

STUDENT: Susan WILLIAMS

COURSE: Certificate IV in Visual Arts

CHARACTER: Amanda Gorman 

Title: Amanda Gorman (Songbird)

Medium: Collage; Newsprint books and paper.



18: FINALIST

STUDENT: Tatijana PETRESKA 

COURSE: Cert IV Visual Arts

CHARACTER: Medusa

Title: Medusa Reflections
Medium: Pencil

My subject for fact or fiction is Medusa, a 
gorgon from mythological Greece.

I choose her as my subject because of her 
fantastic traits as she is famously known 
for her head of snakes and eyes that can 
turn a person to stone.

When representing her I felt it was best by 
showing her reflection in a mirror, this was 
my way of portraying all of her qualities as 
when she looks at herself in the mirror, 
you can see the snakes but also that she 
had turned herself to stone. Hence 
Medusa’s reflections.



19: FINALIST

STUDENT: Paul PRITCHARD

COURSE: Certificate IV in Visual Arts

CHARACTER: Vladimir Putin

Title: Putin: From Russia with love 

Medium : Digital

Vladimir Putin is the well-known 

president of Russia. I chose him because 

he reminds me of a Bond villain, and l 

figured l could run with that. To 

paraphrase Randy Newman’s comment 

on his official video for “Putin”

Here is an artwork dedicated to a great 

world leader. I hope all of you like it. 

I know he will.



Elizabeth Fraser is a Scottish 
singer/songwriter best known for her vocal 
on “Teardrop” by Massive attack. Prior to 
that she was in a group called 'This Mortal 
Coil.' l always thought she had a striking 
look and admired her artistry.

Title: Sway
Medium : Oils

20: FINALIST

STUDENT: Nathan THOMAS

COURSE: Cert IV Visual Arts

CHARACTER: Liz Frazer



My real life character is Australian artist Charles William 

Hay, commonly known as Bill.  Bill introduced me to the 

work of 15th century Netherlandish artist Hieronymus 

Bosch. A character wearing a red cloak in the 

‘Temptation of St Anthony’, and Bill himself, provided 

inspiration for this piece. I didn’t really choose to draw 

Bill, his face simply appeared in my mind’s eye, 

superimposed over the top of Bosch’s cloaked character.  

This composition was created, as Bill would say, in a 

“stream of consciousness”, enjoying the creative process, 

and allowing a visual language/story to take form.

Bills classes are a sanctuary for us students.  We are so 

very lucky to have such a knowledgeable artist, wise 

philosopher, and kind generous soul as our teacher.

The title of this piece is the pick out of a bunch of quotes 

from Bill (others included Bosch in the Mosch, Bosch 

getting sloshed..) with my addition in brackets.

Title: : Oh my gosh it’s Bosch! (What a thrill, it is Bill) 

Medium : Coloured Pencils

21: FINALIST

STUDENT: Heidi TYRRELL 

COURSE: Diploma of Visual Arts

CHARACTER: Charles ‘Bill’ Hay 



Georgia O’Keeffe was an American artist, 
she painted innovative images that tested 
perception like her enlarged flowers, 
sculptural and organic with curvy fluid 
lines. O’Keeffe lived to be an impressive 
98years old. She had an interesting face to 
paint, l love her art style, and the way she 
styled herself was like art in itself.

Title: Georgia O'Keeffe
Medium : Digital

22: FINALIST

STUDENT: Fleure VASLET

COURSE: Diploma of Visual Arts

CHARACTER: Georgia O’Keeffe 



I chose Gladys Berejiklian premier of NSW 
for her “larger than life” presence during 
the pandemic. To many she is now viewed 
as a powerful iconic character worthy of 
“none other than” regal status. To 
complement her newly acclaimed iconic 
NSW status, l have surrounded her with 
other NSW icons: the Sydney Harbour 
Bridge, Sydney Opera House, Waratah 
flowers, and the NSW coat of arms motto 
which translated means “Newly risen, how 
brightly you shine” But does she?

Title: Queen Gladys
Medium: Graphite and coloured pencils

23: FINALIST

STUDENT: Ruth WEIN

COURSE: Certificate IV in Visual Arts

CHARACTER: Gladys Berejiklian



Amelia Earhart is a figure l grew up 
learning about, her life went beyond 
piloting and disappearing. She was a strong 
willed woman with many career’s and a 
hop of a equal world.

Title: Amelia
Medium : Lino, plastic dry point, watercolour 

24: FINALIST

STUDENT: Amy WICKHAM

COURSE: Certificate IV in Visual Arts

CHARACTER: Amelia Earhart



Marilyn Monroe was an American actress, 
model, and singer. She became one of the 
most popular sex symbols of 1950’s and 
early 1960’s. This competition was a great 
opportunity to practice Hollywood lighting 
and working with different lights. 
Increasing my photoshop skills. It has 
improved my social skills working with 
different models and makeup artists. 

Title : Marilyn Monroe returns 
Medium : Fine Art Inkjet Print on cotton rag paper 

25: FINALIST

STUDENT: Ghazaleh Shekarabi

COURSE: Diploma: Photography / Photo imaging 

CHARACTER: Marilyn Monroe



Ryoma Sakamoto was a great man who 
was running Japan at the end of the 19th

century, when the country was opening up 
and the world was beginning to change 
dramatically. In the present day, people’s 
lives have changed greatly with the 
Corona. In fact, I myself have not been able 
to see my family for two years due to 
Corona. These turbulent days overlapped 
with the era in which he lived. 

Title : Bushi
Medium : Fine Art Photo Paper

25: FINALIST

STUDENT: Hiroki CHIBA

COURSE: Diploma: Photography / Photo imaging 

CHARACTER: Sakamoto Ryoma



Fell in love with the mysticism of the 
Vikings.  He is believed to be the king of all 
Vikings, some say he is real and some 
believe that he never existed. 

Title : Valhalla
Medium : Camera and post editing in Photoshop 

25: FINALIST

STUDENT: Dolly CORRADINI 

COURSE: Diploma: Photography / Photo imaging 

CHARACTER: Ragnar Lodbrok 



Meimi Haneoka is the main protagonist of 
the Manga series ”Saint Tail”. She is a 
cheerful orange haired fourteen year old 
student at St Paulia Private school. By night 
she transforms into “Phantom thief Saint 
Tail”, who has a long ponytail for her 
hairstyle, and is usually dressed in purple 
black.  In this guise, she takes back what 
bad people have stolen. She uses stage 
magic and theatrics, along with acrobatics 
to fool and confuse pursuers. Her catch 
phrase is “It’s showtime!”
She is the hero of my teenage years, that 
why I have chosen this character. 

Title : Saint Tail
Medium : Inkjet Fine Art paper

25: FINALIST

STUDENT: Xiaolan YAO

COURSE: Diploma: Photography / Photo imaging 

CHARACTER: Meimi Haneoka



[ for more information ]
www.conartist.me/factorfiction

conemmanuelle@melbournepolytechnic.edu.au


